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Isilon Systems…
Proven, global leader in scale-out NAS

solutions*

Unrivaled product innovation – 5th Gen

World-class products and global services

Strong ecosystem of technology partners

NASDAQ Ticker:  ISLN * Gartner, January 2009



Isilon Snapshot
Isilon Systems is the proven leader in scale-out NAS. Our clustered storage
and data management solutions drive unique business value for customers
by maximizing the performance of their mission-critical applications,
workflows and processes. Isilon enables enterprises and research
organizations worldwide to manage large and rapidly growing amounts of file-
based data in a highly-scalable, easy-to-manage, and cost-effective way.

(As of 12/31/08, except as noted)

NASDAQ ISLN

Founded 2001

IPO December 2006

Market cap $386 million (10/05/09)

TTM revenue $118.0 million

Q1 2009 revenue $29.0 million

Cash and investments $75.5 million

Headquarters Seattle, WA

Employees 354

Geographic presence US, Asia, EMEA



A Few of Isilon’s 1100+ Customers…



What If You…

Transparently tune performance &
data protection

Dynamically adjust resources
regardless of workload?

Save significant OpEX & CapEX…

Never had to configure another volume or LUN?

Never had to load balance for capacity or performance?

Could efficiently utilize all the storage you paid for?



Isilon Clustered Storage SystemElements of Scale-Out Storage

 Ease of Use/Management
 High Availability
 Enterprise Services
(Windows, Unix, Security, authentication, etc.)

 Unlimited Scalability
 High Performance
 Maximum Data Protection



Isilon Scale-Out NAS Storage System



Setting the Standard for Scale-Out NAS



One Single File System to
Manage

Scalable from 10 TB to
5.2 PB

OpEx: Reduce Storage
management cost by 85%

80%+ Raw Storage
Utilization

No Downtime for Data
Migration

Sequencing and Other Data on Isilon…



Core Innovation…Value to Customers
Isilon’s OneFS Operating System

S/X-Series NL-Series
Primary Secondary

SmartQuotasTM

SnapshotIQTM

SmartConnectTM

Compression

SyncIQTM
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Isilon – Driving Economic Value

The overall result of these advantages was a risk-adjusted
ROI of 125% and a payback period within five months.

Source:                          June 2008



Why Isilon?...

You want data storage that can scale to
meet your research demands.

With advances in DNA sequencing and other research
instruments driving unprecedented data growth, terabytes of
storage are no longer enough.

Isilon storage can scale capacity from 10 terabytes to 5.2
petabytes in a single file system with performance up to 45
GB per second.



Why Isilon?...

You want enterprise-class storage that
is easy to manage.

With Isilon scale-out NAS you don’t need to add storage
administrators as your storage grows.

One person can now manage petabytes of data, minimizing
operating expenditures and keeping your staff focused on
what they do best.



Why Isilon?...

You want storage that will maximize
productivity while minimizing cost.

Isilon’s solutions achieve 50% greater storage productivity so
you can accelerate your time to results.

Isilon’s industry-leading utilization rates, ease-of-use, and pay-
as-you-grow capability reduce operational costs and match
the timing of capital expenditures directly with the growth of
your data.



Why Isilon?...

You need to protect the lifeblood of your
organization – your data.

Isilon offers the industry’s highest level of end-to-end data
protection. By offering up to N+4 protection, up to 4 nodes
can fail simultaneously and 100% of your data is still available
so you can continue your research without interruption.

Automatic replication of data to remote sites can be
performed without impact on other network resources.



The world’s first provider of large-scale human
genome sequencing services
Must support ever-growing stores of mission-critical
genetic data and large simulations
700 TB of Isilon IQ enabled acceleration of R&D
operations, Monte Carlo simulations, and genetic
mapping and research data – while eliminating the
requirement for a full-time storage administrator.

The UCLA Laboratory of Neuro Imaging (LONI) is
one of the country's foremost brain research centers
Collect data from neural imaging – up to 200
Gigabytes per image and support more than 60
international brain imaging collaborations
Isilon IQ provided a three-fold performance increase
in network bandwidth and a doubling of data
throughput  enabling concurrent access or over 500
researchers globally

The Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard is one of the
world’s leading genomics research institutes
Needed  massive scalability: Recent flurry of next-
generation DNA sequencing  caused intense
performance and capacity demands
With Isilon, Broad has accelerated its high-
performance workflow while supporting a five-fold
increase in genomic data , without adding support staff

Customer Stories



Achieve 50% greater storage productivity for one-third less cost

Increase the productivity of mission-critical applications,
workflows and processes to:

Accelerate time to market
Reduce time to discovery
Pursue new research opportunities

Shorten storage deployments from months to hours

Why Isilon Scale-out NAS?

Customers leverage Isilon scale-out NAS to…



Isilon Bioinformatics Solution Summary

• Designed for the challenges of bioinformatics workflows

• Single file system scalability to >5 Petabytes

• Consistent high utilization of storage resources >80%

• High sustainable application throughput with fewer
application instances

• Consistent sustained performance even under
unpredictable high concurrent workloads

• 33% reduction in CapEx

• Over 85% reduction in OpEx



Fostering Collaboration Across Teams
Example: City of Hope Research Cores

Genomics
- Sequencing (old)
- Microarrays
- Next Gen Seq

Proteomics
- Mass Spec
- Nuclear Mag Res
- X-Ray

Imaging
- High Content
Screening

Chemiformatics
- High Throughput
Screening
- Synthetic Chemistry


